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ABSTRACT: 

To study electric propulsion devices, accurate long-time measurements of the low thrust forces are 

necessary. For this purpose, a new, lightweight thrust balance has been established to be used at 

DLR’s STG-ET facility – the DLR Electric Propulsion Thrust Balance (DEPB). To evaluate the 

performance of this thrust balance, it has been operated to perform measurements of the well-studied 

RIT 10 gridded-ion thruster. The new thrust balance and its performance are demonstrated and a first 

estimate on accuracy and long-term stability shall be given. While the setup has been fully 

manufactured and calibrated, a final test using an electric thruster is still necessary. To study the 

behavior of the thrust balance, the RIT-10 thruster is operated for extended intervals on the DEPB 

thrust balance. The long-term stability in terms of thermal drift, effects of the fluid and electric 

interface and effects of the vacuum and plasma environment onto the thrust balance are studied.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Electric space propulsion is taking over more and more applications from chemical propulsion 

systems. Being common for attitude and station keeping, recent satellite missions also use electric 

thrusters for orbital maneuvers, e.g. from GTO to GEO.(Holste et al., 2020; Neumann, 2017) The 

main advantages of electric propulsion are their very high propellant economy and a good 

controllability. On the other hand, the absolute thrust values of electric thrusters are low compared to 

their mass and power consumption, and this requires quite long firing times (Neumann, 2017). This 

entails the need for long on-ground testing, which has to be done under adequate vacuum conditions. 

Furthermore, the diagnostics equipment needed for qualification of electric thrusters is quite different 

from chemical propulsion diagnostics. Thrust measurement is common for both technologies, but 

electric propulsion requires force measurement in a low range and with a high stability, due to the 

required long firing times. Therefore, the design and construction of an accurate thrust balance for 

electric propulsion is quite challenging. This is mainly driven by two constraints: very low thrust 

forces in the range of mN down to µN, depending on the type of thruster, need to be accurately 

measured whilst EP thrusters have a very low thrust-to-mass ratio, often below 1:1000. Thus, even a 

small error can reveal a very different system performance. Additionally, the thermal drift of the 

thrust balance needs to be controlled or mitigated, since most electric propulsion devices heat up due 

to thermal losses within their systems. Within a vacuum environment, thermal control is very 

challenging, since convection cannot be used as the major process of heat transfer and therefore the 

system has to be thermally stabilized either radiative or by heat conduction using cooling water or 

electrical heating. Water cooling, in turn, requires additional supply lines to the thruster which affect 

thrust measurements by temperature and position sensitive tension forces which can easily reach the 
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measurement range of mN. Dealing with these constraints makes thrust measurement a crucial 

diagnostics task. This work will focus on thrust balances as a basic equipment for investigating 

thrusters, and show the qualification of a newly developed thrust balance at DLR. 

 

 
Figure 1. View of the STG-ET vacuum facility. 

The STG-ET (“Simulationsanlage für Treibstrahlen Göttingen – Elektrische Triebwerke”) facility of 

the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in Göttingen is one of the largest test facilities for electric 

propulsion worldwide(Neumann, 2017), in which the use of thrust balances is essential for 

commercial and scientific users of the facility. This section describes the capabilities of DLR’s STG-

ET facility, which has been built specifically for simulation of a space environment and to test electric 

propulsion systems. For electric propulsion development and testing a variety of diagnostic methods 

are required and integrated in the STG-ET facility (Neumann, 2017). 

The STG-ET facility is shown in Figure 1 and consists of a large vacuum chamber with an inner 

diameter of 5 m and a length of 12.2 m. To create a rough vacuum, a pump stand is used, containing 

a rotating vane pump and a Roots pump. Fine vacuum is created using 6 Edwards turbomolecular 

pumps connected to a second, smaller set of vane/Roots roughing pumps, reaching a stand-by 

pressure in the order of 10-6 mbar. The pumping speed can be significantly increased by the use of 18 

Oerlikon Leybold cryopumps reaching a stand-by pressure in the low 10-7 mbar range (Neumann et 

al., 2019). Pumping speeds for gas flow rates for argon, krypton, and xenon released into the chamber 

at room temperature are 276000 l/s for xenon, 360000 l/s for krypton, and 452000 l/s for argon. To 

shield the chamber walls from sputtering due to high energetic ions from propulsion, a water-cooled 

graphite target is installed at the rear end of the chamber and the chamber walls are partly protected 

with graphite sheets. As displayed in, the whole front-end lid of the chamber can be removed allowing 

easy access and installation of diagnostic equipment and thrusters. The vacuum chamber can operate 

continuously at low pressures for extended periods of time up to several weeks or months, giving a 

unique opportunity for long-duration testing of electric thrusters.  

 

2. THEORY 

Thrust balances can be separated by type into three major configurations: hanging pendulums, 

inverted pendulums and torsional pendulums. The configuration studied within this work is called a 

double inverted pendulum, consisting of two pendulums connected by a plate with a given stiffness 

and elasticity. For any pendulum, the deflection angle 𝜃 of a pendulum with mass 𝑚, pivot length 𝐿 

and moment of inertia 𝐼 ≈ 𝐿2 𝑚 can be described by a dampened oscillator as given by Eq. 1. In this 
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equation, 𝑘 is the spring constant and 𝑐 is the dampening constant, 𝜔𝑛 is the natural frequency of the 

system and 𝜁 is the normalized damping coefficient as given by Eq. 2 and 3. (Polk et al., 2017) 

 

�̈� + 2𝜁𝜔𝑛�̇� + 𝜔𝑛
2𝜃 = 𝐹(𝑡)𝐿/𝐼   Eq. 1 

𝜔𝑛 = √
𝑘

𝐼
     Eq.2 

𝜁 =
𝑐

2
√

1

𝑘 𝐼
     Eq. 3 

Using this set of equations, the response of the thrust balance due to impulsive or permanent loads 

can be solved analytically, neglecting non-linear effects such as hysteresis, which is commonly 

reported for pendulum type thrust balance (Junge, 1964; Soares and Marques, 2021). The steady state 

solution is found by Eq. 4 for a given thrust force 𝐹𝑡 and pivot length 𝐿𝑡. 
 

𝛩𝑠𝑠 =
𝐹𝑡𝐿𝑡

𝐼𝜔𝑛2
=

𝐹𝑡𝐿𝑡

𝑘
   Eq.4 

 

For the damped system, the solution for deflection as a function of time is found by Eq. 5 for the 

underdamped system (𝜁 < 1), the critically damped system (𝜁 = 1) and the overdamped system (𝜁 >
1). 

 

𝜃(𝑡)

𝛩𝑠𝑠
=

{
 
 

 
 1 − 𝑒−𝜁𝜔𝑛𝑡 [𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔𝑑𝑡) +

𝜁∙𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑑𝑡)

√1−𝜁2
]  𝜁 < 1 

1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝜁𝜔𝑛𝑡) ∙ (1 − 𝜔𝑛𝑡)            𝜁 = 1

1 +
1

2√𝜁2−1
[
𝑒−𝑑1𝜔𝑛𝑡

𝑑1
−
𝑒−𝑑2𝜔𝑛𝑡

𝑑2
]         𝜁 > 1

 Eq.5 

 

The time to reach the steady-state deflection is governed by the damping coefficient. For thrust 

balances, multiple performance metrics are important: Sensitivity, Repeatability and Stability, 

Accuracy, Resolution, Noise, Response Time and Predictability of the Response. To gain information 

on these parameters, experimental verification is needed. 

 

3. THRUST BALANCES AT DLR 

At DLR, currently three thrust balances are available. Besides the thrust balance described within this 

work, two thrust balances have been developed in partnership with the company AST. The small 

(Neumann, 2017) and large balance have been sufficiently described within previous work (Neumann 

et al., 2021), but some limitations have been found during operation. These include the high 

sensitivity of the leaf spring bearings to loads as well as a challenging thermal control due to the high 

system mass.  

To advance the ability to accurately measure thrust, a new thrust balance has been developed. This 

thrust balance, as shown in Figure 2, consists of an aluminium table, casing and 8 quartz-glass rods 

used as flexible bearings for the thruster table. Not displayed are the side panel with copper piping 

used for thermal regulation of the thrust balance. The thruster under test can be mounted on a 

removable table connected with the moving table of the balance by three form-fit connections. The 

force measurement and regulation of the balance in place is provided by a Sartorius® WZA224 load 

cell. High frequency oscillations are dampened by an eddy current brake, also not shown. The 

connection between the moving thrust balance table and the load cell is established by a micrometer-

screw or either a high-precision motorized actuator. For this work, the micrometer-screw was used. 

The quartz rods were used due to the lower thermal expansion coefficient (𝛼∥ = 0.59 ∙ 10
−6𝐾−1) of 

quartz glass or compared to steel or aluminium (𝛼∥ = 23.1 ∙ 10−6𝐾−1) resulting in a lower thermal 

drift of the balance (Neumann and Dahm, n.d.). 
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Figure 2. Assembly sketch of the main components of the thrust balance. The eddy current brake 

and side casing plates are not shown here. Parts: 1 thruster platform; 2 housing top plate; 3 upper 

moving platform; 4 housing frame; 5 flexible bearing rod assembly; 6 weigh cell; 7 weigh cell 

supporting frame; 8 calibration stage assembly; 9 Force transmission piece with screw; 10 base 

plate; 11 contact piece; 12 connection stud to thruster platform. 

For the system under consideration, the spring constant is the sum of the individual spring constants 

of the system as calculated by Eq. 6. 

 

𝑘 =  ∑ 𝑘𝑖 = 4
3 𝐸 𝐼

𝑙1
3 + 4

3 𝐸 𝐼

𝑙2
3   Eq. 6 

 

In which 𝐸 = 7.25 ∙ 104
𝑁

𝑚𝑚2 and 𝐼 = 𝐼𝑦 =
𝜋𝑑4

64
= 30.68 𝑚𝑚4 are Young’s modulus and the moment 

of inertia of the quartz glass rods with lengths 𝑙1 and 𝑙2. This results in a spring constant of 𝑘 ≈
3.54 𝑁/𝑚 for the system, if the unknown stiffness of connectors and feedlines is not included. The 

connector between balance table and load cell is assumed to not be flexible. If the inertia of the system 

is approximated with 𝐼 ≈ 𝐿𝑡
2𝑚𝑡, the frequency of the first normal mode is 𝜔𝑛 ≈ 5.314 𝑠

−1. The 

damping coefficient of the thrust balance has been experimentally determined to 𝜁 ≈ 0.25. 

 
Figure 3: Figure of the relevant lengths of the mechanical system 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

For calibration of the thrust balance, two methods have been set up. A calibrated load spring can be 

used to apply a force onto the table and is described in (Neumann et al., 2021). Additionally, a set of 

3 fine weights has been attached onto the table of the thrust balance over a pulley and a Kevlar® 

thread. As displayed in Figure 4, a different amount of weights can be placed in the hanging position 

to change the load onto the cell by using a moveable plate. The exact mass of the weights and thread 
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have been determined using a high precision Sartorius scale with an uncertainty of ∆𝑚 = ±0.0001 

grams and is given in Table 1.  

 

 
Figure 4: Calibration setup for the thrust balance with balance, pulley, 3 fine weights and 

moveable table. Not to scale. 

 

Due to the pulley, not all force 𝐹𝑔 is transmitted from the weights to the thrust balance. The balance 

of forces is given in Eq. 7 with 𝜇 = 0.16 as the friction coefficient and 𝛼 =
𝜋

2
 being the angle of the 

rope around the pulley resulting in a force 𝐹 = 0.9605 ∙ 𝐹𝑔 on the thrust balance for a pulley with 

large radius 𝑅 and small radius 𝑟. 

 

𝐹𝑔 = 𝐹 + 𝜇
𝑟

𝑅
(𝐹 + 𝐹𝑔)sin (

𝛼

2
)     Eq. 7 

 

The known mass and therefore gravitational force of the calibration weights was then compared with 

the measured force of the load cell to calculate the calibration curve.  

 

Table 1: Mass of the used calibration weights. 

 

Mass Weight [g] 

𝑚1 0.3354 

𝑚2 0.3427 

𝑚3 0.3457 

𝑚𝑠 0.0072 

𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡 1.0382 

 

For the qualification of the thrust balance, two distinct setups have been used within the MT vacuum 

chamber at DLR Göttingen, which has a length of 2m and a diameter of 1m. The vacuum pumps 

consist of a set of a Leybold Varovac S100F rotary vane, a Leybold Ruvac WA501 Roots pump and a 

Pfeiffer TPH2200 turbomolecular pump allowing for a minimum pressure of 3E-6 mbar. When a gas 

flow is introduced within the chamber, the pressure increases as a function of volume flow. 

The first setup consists of a cold gas thruster operated with air fed from a reservoir at atmospheric 

pressure. This setup, as shown in Figure 5, was chosen to reduce the number of variables that 

influence the measurement. Besides the thrust balance bearings, the PTFE gas feed line and power 

lines to the valve are the only connections between the thruster on the balance and the chamber. The 

cold gas thruster has a nominal thrust of 𝐹 = 42.5 𝑚𝑁 with a specific impulse of 𝐼𝑠 = 64 𝑠 with 

nitrogen and a reservoir pressure of 𝑝0 = 1.5 𝑏𝑎𝑟. With air at an ambient pressure 𝑝0 = 102584 𝑃𝑎, 

the specific impulse reduces to 𝐼𝑠 = 43.6 𝑠 and the thrust to 𝐹 = 26.2 𝑚𝑁. The thrust can also be 

further throttled by operating the valve at a lower voltage. 
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Figure 5: Thrust balance with cold gas thruster and gas connection on the thrust balance table 

 

To qualify the balance for electric propulsion, a RIT-10 ion source including the radio frequency 

generator was set up on the thrust balance as shown in Figure 6. The RIT-10/37 thruster was set up 

with a 37-hole reduced grid. The radio frequency generator (RFG) was also positioned on the thrust 

balance. For operation of the ion source, several feed lines were connected to the thruster. The 

feedlines include a PTFE gas feedline, two silicone water lines for cooling of the thruster and RFG, 

three high voltage connectors for the grids, power supply to the RFG and two cables for the 

temperature sensors within the source. Due to this rather complex setup, the connected feed and power 

lines might have a large influence on the dynamic behaviour of the thrust balance. To protect the 

electronics and thruster from reflected ions from the chamber wall, graphite plates were placed around 

the thruster exit. Additionally, parts of the balance including the load cell were shielded with multi-

layer-insulation (MLI) foil to minimize the thermal drift of the balance during operation of the 

thruster, since parts of the thruster can heat up to temperatures of 150°C and transfer the heat by 

radiation and conductivity to the sensitive components like the bearing, the load cell and the connector 

between balance table and load cell. For the operation with the RIT-10/37, the housing of the thrust 

balance has been used. Both thrusters were operated with the calibration mechanism described 

previously. 
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Figure 6: Thrust Balance with closed front plate and RIT-10 ion source. 

5. RESULTS 

The results can be separated into the results of the calibration, the cold gas thruster and the 

measurements with the radio frequency ion thruster.  

 
Figure 7: Calibration Curve of the thrust Balance with the RIT-10/37 thruster. Error bars show 

standard deviation over 5 measurements. 

For the calibration, the load was applied and the measured force was compared after drift subtraction. 

The calibration process was conducted under atmosphere and under vacuum conditions at a pressure 

of 𝑝 = 5 ∙ 10−5 𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑟. It was observed, that the agreement between calibration force and measured 

force were better under vacuum. This is possibly due to the influence of the residual atmosphere on 

the weights and fiber. The calibration process was repeated multiple times before and after the thrust 

measurement. In Figure 7, the calibration curve of the thrust balance with the 3 fine weights is shown 
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as an average of 5 measurements. The drift and influence of the pulley were subtracted as discussed 

before. It can be seen, that for the middle weight, the value for increasing weights is higher than for 

decreasing weights. This is likely a hysteresis effect (Junge, 1964; Soares and Marques, 2021) of the 

balance and has to be studied more detailed in the future. Still, the deviation is within 3% of the 

calibration force. Overall, the influence of the cables of the feed lines on the thrust balance is 

relatively small, also within ∆𝐹 ≈ ±3%.  

 

 
Figure 8: Measured force of the thrust balance and chamber pressure as a response to a cold gas 

thruster at nominal and throttled gas flow. 

 

In Figure 8, the measured thrust and corresponding background pressure of the vacuum chamber are 

shown for the operation with the cold gas thruster with a reservoir at atmospheric pressure as 

described in the previous section. It can be seen, that when the valve of the thruster is opened, an 

initial thrust of 𝐹 ≈ 28.5 𝑚𝑁 can be measured that decreases slightly over an extended period of 

operation. This decrease can be accounted to a change in thruster temperature due to the heating of 

the valve at continued operation and the cooling of the nozzle exit due to the expanding cold gas, for 

which an exit temperature of 𝑇𝑒 ≈ 208 𝐾 can be found analytically.  

It can be seen that for the cold gas thruster, the measurement could be repeated several times with a 

constant thrust. Additionally, in Figure 8 also the operation with the throttled valve is shown and it 

can be shown, that the thrust reduces to 𝐹 ≈ 1.4 𝑚𝑁. During operation of the turbomolecular pump, 

an oscillation of the measurement with a frequency of 𝑓 = 1.53 𝐻𝑧 was observed. 
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Figure 9: Measured force of the thrust balance and chamber pressure as a response to the RIT-

10/37 ion source. 

In Figure 9, the result of the thrust measurement with the RIT-10/37 are shown. The peaks in pressure 

are a result of the ignition of the thruster using a neutral gas shock. After the initial peak, mass flow 

and pressure stay constant. The used set points of the thruster are given in Table 2. A constant drift 

can be observed during operation due to the heat from the thruster discharge chamber leading to 

thermal stresses within the thrust balance structure.  

 

Table 2: Operational setpoints of the RIT-10/37 thruster used for thrust measurements 

 PHV [V] NHV 

[V] 
�̇� [sccm] 𝑷𝑹𝑭 [W] 

#1 600 130 1 60.32 

#2 1000 130 1 61.82 

#3 1500 140 1 64.06 

#4 2000 400 1 66.32 

 

The large changes in measured thrust can therefore be attributed to changes in discharge conditions 

and acceleration voltage. After subtraction of the thermal drift, multiple measurements of the thrust 

can be averaged. The results are displayed in Figure 10. It can be seen, that the thrust increases with 

the acceleration voltage, if the mass flow and RF power are kept constant. For an acceleration grid 

bias of 𝑈 = −600 𝑉, an average thrust of 𝐹 = 0.36 𝑚𝑁 was measured, while for the (maximum) 

voltage of  𝑈 = −2000 𝑉, a thrust of 𝐹 = 1.2 𝑚𝑁 was measured. The RF frequency was 𝑓𝑅𝐹 ≈
1.95 𝑀𝐻𝑧. Therefore, the thrust balance was successfully operated with an electric thruster. The 

oscillation introduced by the turbomolecular pump was also observed with the gridded ion thruster 

on the thrust balance. 
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Figure 10: Measured thrust for the different setpoints given in Table 2. The bars depict the 

standard deviation. 

6. DISCUSSION 

Measurements were conducted with a cold gas thruster and gridded ion source. For the cold gas 

thruster, the measured thrust 𝐹 = 28.5 𝑚𝑁 was close to the estimated thrust 𝐹 = 26.2 𝑚𝑁 for the 

operation with air. The same value could be measured repeatedly and without any observed drift of 

the balance while having a fast response to the actuation of the valve. For cold gas thrusters reliable 

measurements can be conducted with this thrust balance. 

With the gridded ion source, low thrust forces were measured. These correspond to measurements of 

the same ion source conducted with other thrust balances at DLR (Neumann et al., 2017). The thrust 

balance responds to different accelerating biases by a change in thrust measurement. When the 

acceleration bias is increased, the thrust increases. During the measurement with the ion thruster, a 

relatively slow, but significant drift was observed. This drift is caused by the thermal gradient within 

the vacuum chamber due to the hot thruster. It might be lowered by a better thermal control system 

and a larger vacuum chamber. The thrust balance itself also has a daily drift due to temperature change 

of the environment. 

It was observed during the measurements with both thrusters, that the turbomolecular pump 

introduces a vibrational force on the thrust balance. This value is close to the first normal mode of 

the system. The difference to the calculated value can be attributed to the stiffness of the connected 

cables and the additional mass of the thrusters.     

          

7. CONCLUSION 

A new thrust balance has been qualified for thrust measurements at very low thrust levels with high 

accuracy over a wide range. Due to the use of quartz glass rods as bearings, even thrusters with a high 

mass-to-thrust ratio can be used. For qualification, a cold gas thruster has been used for simplicity of 

operation and to create a relatively high thrust. A RIT-10/37 ion source has been used to determine 

the response of the thrust balance to low forces. With the cold gas thruster, a thrust of 𝐹 = 28.5 𝑚𝑁 

could be measured and with the ion source, different thrust levels in between 𝐹 = 0.2 − 1.4 𝑚𝑁 

could be measured. The resolution of the thrust balance has been determined to be 0.2 mN, offering 

even the possibility to measure sub-mN thrusters. The noise level of the balance without pumps was 

in the range of ∆𝐹 ≈ ±10−5𝑚𝑁 and can also be partially attributed to external noise from 

surrounding facilities. Still, the balance has still some options for future improvements. To keep the 

thrust balance thermally stable, a system for temperature control by heating shall be established. 

Additionally, the transfer of power can be optimized to reduce the stiffness of the installed cables. 

Low frequency oscillations which were observed but negligible for steady-state thrust measurements 

can be dampened in future setups. 
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